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A Picture Book Of Jackie Robinson (Picture Book Biography)
A simple yet informative biography of Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Introducing the latest addition to the Who HQ program: board book biographies of relevant and important figures, created specifically for the preschool audience! The #1 New York Times Bestselling Who
Was? series expands into the board book space, bringing age-appropriate biographies of influential figures to readers ages 2-4. The chronology and themes of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s meaningful life are
presented in a masterfully succinct text, with just a few sentences per page. The fresh, stylized illustrations are sure to captivate young readers and adults alike. With a read-aloud biographical summary in the
back, this age-appropriate introduction honors and shares the life and work of one of the most influential civil rights activists of our time.
"Discusses Jackie Robinson's breaking the color barrier in Major League Baseball and an iconic photograph that captured the historic even"-A biography of the first black player in modern American major league baseball, emphasizing the prejudice he had to overcome by sheer courage.
Teammates
Reading Jackie
Dad, Jackie, and Me
A Picture Book of Jackie Robinson
Mighty Jackie

Discover the life of Jackie Robinson--a story about breaking down barriers for kids ages 6 to 9 Jackie Robinson was the first
Black Major League Baseball player and an important civil rights leader. Before he made history as a pioneer in sports, Jackie was
a hardworking kid who loved to play all kinds of ball games. When Jackie was growing up, Black and white sports players in the
United States were not treated the same way. Jackie used his amazing baseball talent to help bring all players together and work
toward ending the unfair treatment of Black players. Explore how Jackie went from being a thoughtful young boy growing up in
California to an American role model and activist. The Story of Jackie Robinson includes: Core curriculum--Learn the Who, What,
Where, When, Why, and How of Jackie's life, and take a quick quiz to test your knowledge. His legacy--Explore how Jackie Robinson
made the world a better place for future generations, including you! Simple definitions--Find easy-to-understand definitions for
some of the more advanced words and ideas in the book. How will Jackie's hard work and dedication inspire you?
In this heartwarming picture book, a big sister realizes that her little sister, Jackie, doesn't like dresses or fairies-she likes
ties and bugs! Will she and her family be able to accept that Jackie identifies more as "Jack"? Susan thinks her little sister
Jackie has the best giggle! She can't wait for Jackie to get older so they can do all sorts of things like play forest fairies and
be explorers together. But as Jackie grows, she doesn't want to play those games. She wants to play with mud and be a super bug!
Jackie also doesn't like dresses or her long hair, and she would rather be called Jack. Readers will love this sweet story about
change and acceptance.
"Gail Nelson is an unobtrusive narrator who lets Harriet Tubman's deeds and personality speak for themselves. And speak they do!"
- AudioFile
"Adler, a prolific children's book author, has done a good job describing the trajectory of Douglass's life as he moved from being
a slave himself to being a freer of slaves and a tireless civil rights activist. Narrator Charles Turner, who has a deep and
resonant voice, uses just the right matter-of-fact yet serious tones that won't overwhelm young listeners but will make an
impression on them." -AudioFile
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson
Jack (Not Jackie)
I Wish You Knew
Stealing Home
Jackie and Me

A Black History Month-timed entry in the best-selling series follows the heroic story of baseball star Jackie Robinson, describing, in text and comic
thought bubbles, his childhood, early ambitions and barrier-breaking achievements. By the best-selling author of Heroes for My Son.
An incredible memoir from Sharon Robinson about one of the most important years of the civil rights movement. In January 1963, Sharon Robinson turns
thirteen the night before George Wallace declares on national television "segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever" in his
inauguration speech as governor of Alabama. It is the beginning of a year that will change the course of American history. As the daughter of baseball
legend Jackie Robinson, Sharon has opportunities that most people would never dream of experiencing. Her family hosts multiple fund-raisers at their
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home in Connecticut for the work that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is doing. Sharon sees her first concert after going backstage at the Apollo Theater.
And her whole family attends the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. But things don't always feel easy for Sharon. She is one of the only Black
children in her wealthy Connecticut neighborhood. Her older brother, Jackie Robinson Jr., is having a hard time trying to live up to his father's famous
name, causing some rifts in the family. And Sharon feels isolated-struggling to find her role in the civil rights movement that is taking place across
the country. This is the story of how one girl finds her voice in the fight for justice and equality.
Before Usain Bolt or Tyson Gay, Bob Beamon or Carl Lewis, Jesse Owens was perhaps the greatest and most famous athlete in track and field history. Jesse
Owens was born on a farm to a large family with many siblings. His grandparents had been slaves, and his sharecropper parents were poor. But against all
odds, Jesse went on to become one of the greatest athletes in history. He learned to run with such grace that people said he was a "floating wonder."
After setting multiple world records as a college athlete, including three in less than an hour—"the greatest 45 minutes in sport"—Owens competed in the
1936 Olympics in Berlin. Adolf Hitler intended for the games to display Aryan superiority, but Jesse disrupted that plan. He became the first American
track-and-field athlete to receive four Olympic gold medals and established his legacy as a hero in the face of prejudice. This child friendly entry in
David A. Adler's well-known series contains an accessible mix of biography, facts, and history supported with lifelike illustrations. Back matter
includes an author's note and a timeline. For almost thirty years, David Adler’s Picture Book Biography series has profiled famous people who changed
the world. Colorful, kid-friendly illustrations combine with Adler’s “expert mixtures of facts and personality” (Booklist) to introduce young readers to
history through compelling biographies of presidents, heroes, inventors, explorers, and adventurers. These books are ideal for first and second graders
interested in history or who need reliable sources for school book reports.
As a testament to his courage, Jackie Robinson's daughter shares memories of him, from his baseball career to the day he tests the ice for her, her
brothers, and their friends.
Who Was Jackie Robinson?
A True Story about Jackie Robinson
Daring Play
Picture Book of Jackie Robinson
A Picture Book of Frederick Douglass
A timeless classic that will enchant readers who love Jennifer L. Holm and Thanhhà L?i, about an immigrant girl inspired by the sport she loves to find her own home team—and to break down any barriers that
stand in her way. Shirley Temple Wong sails from China to America with a heart full of dreams. Her new home is Brooklyn, New York. America is indeed a land full of wonders, but Shirley doesn't know any
English, so it's hard to make friends. Then a miracle happens: baseball! It's 1947, and Jackie Robinson, star of the Brooklyn Dodgers, is a superstar. Suddenly Shirley is playing stickball with her class and
following Jackie as he leads the Brooklyn Dodgers to victory after victory. With her hero smashing assumptions and records on the ball field, Shirley begins to feel that America is truly the land of
opportunity—and perhaps has also become her real home.
This beginner biography takes a look into the life and career of Jackie Robinson and how he broke the color barrier in Major League Baseball. Complete with full-bleed relevant and historical photographs,
timeline, glossary, and index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a division of ABDO.
A nonfiction Little Golden Book about the trailblazing baseball player! This Little Golden Book captures the essence of Jackie Robinson for the littlest readers. Lively text and compelling artwork detail
Robinson's remakable journey from childhood, to playing for the Negro Leagues, to then becoming the first African American to play in Major League Baseball in the modern era. Little ones will be inspired by
the many challenges Robinson gracefully rose to, while they learn important baseball and civil rights history.
EXTRA Superstars hit the big leagues! Two-time Caldecott Honor artist Brian Pinkney and award-winning author Marybeth Lorbiecki take the field in this carefully crafted, fictionalized account of how Jackie
Robinson broke through professional baseball's color barrier.
Baseball Hero
The Story of Jackie Robinson
I Am Jackie Robinson
Child of the Dream (A Memoir of 1963)
Testing the Ice

Thirteen-year-old Tania Grossinger lives in the famous Grossinger hotel in New York's Catskill Mountains, but she doesn't feel like a real Grossinger; her cousins own the hotel,
and Tania often feels like she doesn't belong. Lots of celebrities come to Grossinger's, but Tania just wants to meet one man: Jackie Robinson, the first African American to play
Major League baseball. When Jackie stays at Grossinger's on vacation, he hears that Tania is a terrific ping-pong player. Jackie invites the young girl to meet him for a game at
four o-clock—but she doesn't believe he's serious and stays in her room to read. Soon the telephone rings; it's Jackie, wondering where Tania is! When she dashes downstairs to
the game room, the famous Dodgers star is waiting for Tania—and this is the beginning of an unlikely but very special friendshipPlaying ping-pong, drinking soda, going on walks,
and ice skating together, Tania learns some important—and simple—life lessons from Jackie. Tania Grossinger's charming true story will appeal to parents and children, girls and
boys, avid baseball fans and people who have never seen a game. Jackie and Me offers a unique glimpse into icon Jackie Robinson's life off the field, told from a very special
perspective: that of a friend.
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Young readers can learn about the first African American to play in the majorleagues in this full-color picture-book biography.
Young Steve Satlow is thrilled when his hero Jackie Robinson moves onto his block. After the famed second baseman invites Steve to a Dodgers game, the two become friends.
So when Jackie hears that the Satlows don't have a Christmas tree, he decides to give them one, not realizing the Satlows are Jewish. But Jackie's gift helps these two different
families discover how much they have in common. Written by the daughter of baseball legend Jackie Robinson and illustrated by a Caldecott Honor winner, Jackie's Gift is a
holiday tale-based on a true story-about friendship and breaking barriers.
Draws on archives and interviews with authors, colleagues, and friends to examine Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis' time as an editor, revealing both the serious and the
mischievous woman underneath the glamorous public image.
A Picture Book of Harriet Tubman
The Rise (and Falls) of Jackie Chan
Jackie Robinson: Against the Odds
A Picture Book of Eleanor Roosevelt
A Picture Book of Thomas Jefferson
In Brooklyn, New York, in 1947, a boy learns about discrimination and tolerance as he and his deaf father share their enthusiasm over baseball and the Dodgers' first baseman, Jackie Robinson.
Presents a portrait of the personal life and career as a labor leader of Cesar Chavez, who helped to organize the mostly Mexican American migrant farm workers and led the struggle for social
justice of the United Farm Workers.
"...A worthwhile and significant addition to any elementary collection." - School Library Journal
Recounts the life of Jackie Robinson, the Black baseball player who broke major league baseball's color barrier
A Picture Book of Cesar Chavez
Her Autobiography in Books
A Biography Book for New Readers
How a Courageous Jackie Robinson Transformed Baseball
My Little Golden Book about Jackie Robinson

In 1931, seventeen-year-old Jackie Mitchell pitches against Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig in an exhibition game, becoming the first professional female
pitcher in baseball history.
Describes the racial prejudice experienced by Jackie Robinson when he joined the Brooklyn Dodgers and became the first black player in Major League
baseball and depicts the acceptance and support he received from his white teammate Pee Wee Reese.
An action-packed picture book biography about Hollywood actor, stuntman, and beloved superstar Jackie Chan! A great read for Chan fans hoping to share
their love of Rush Hour, Supercop, and Jackie's original brand of martial arts with their ready-to-tumble tyke. Pow! Bam! Wow! Jackie Chan has been
making movies and amazing audiences with his original and comedic stunts for decades. Pow! Bam! Ow! But before he was an international star, Jackie grew
up in relative poverty in China, studied martial arts at the grueling China Drama Academy, and worked for years trying to find his way in film. Pow!
Bam! How? Twist, tumble, and train alongside martial arts hero Jackie Chan in this picture book biography from lauded author Kristen Mai Giang and
illustrator and Hong Kong native Alina Chau. Discover how Jackie used his goofball acrobatics to make a name and a style all his own.
As a kid, Jackie Robinson loved sports. And why not? He was a natural at football, basketball, and, of course, baseball. But beyond athletic skill, it
was his strength of character that secured his place in sports history. In 1947 Jackie joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, breaking the long-time color barrier
in major league baseball. It was tough being first- not only did "fans" send hate mail but some of his own teammates refused to accept him. Here is an
inspiring sports biography, with black-and-white illustrations throughout.
Jackie's Bat
Jackie & Me
Play Ball, Jackie!
A Picture Book of Benjamin Franklin
Who Was Martin Luther King, Jr.?: A Who Was? Board Book

A moving and inspiring nonfiction picture book about Jackie Robinson's court martial trial--an important lesser-known moment in his lifetime of fighting prejudice
with strength and grace. Students who have been introduced to this American hero from such books as Brad Meltzer's I Am Jackie Robinson can take a deeper look at
a key event in his life with The United States v. Jackie Robinson. Jackie Robinson broke boundaries as the first African American player in Major League Baseball. But
long before Jackie changed the world in a Dodger uniform, he did it in an army uniform. As a soldier during World War II, Jackie experienced segregation every
day--separate places for black soldiers to sit, to eat, and to live. When the army outlawed segregation on military posts and buses, things were supposed to change.
So when Jackie was ordered by a white bus driver to move to the back of a military bus, he refused. Instead of defending Jackie's rights, the military police took him
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to trial. But Jackie would stand up for what was right, even when it was difficult to do. This nonfiction picture book is a strong choice for sharing at home or in the
classroom--as Booklist noted: "A story that will appeal to both baseball fans and those looking for an interesting way to highlight lesser-known aspects of the fight
for civil rights." With an author's note, a timeline, bibliography, and more, this book offers helpful resources for readers, teachers, and librarians to find out more
about Jackie Robinson and the history of civil rights in the US.
A package with simple language and detailed drawings conveys information about the life and accomplishments of Thomas Jefferson.
Discusses the life of the pilot who was the first woman to cross the Atlantic by herself in a plane.
A Picture Book of Jackie Robinson
My Little Golden Book about Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Jackie's Gift
The United States V. Jackie Robinson
A Very Special Friendship
The Green Umbrella
Like every other kid in his class, Joe Stoscack has to write a report on an African American who's made an important contribution to society. Unlike
every other kid in his class, Joe has a special talent: with the help of old baseball cards, he can travel through time. So for his report, Joe decides
to go back to meet one of the greatest baseball players ever, Jackie Robinson, to find out what it was like to be the man who broke baseball's color
barrier. Joe plans on writing a prize-winning report. But he doesn't plan on a trip that will for a short time change the color of his skin--and forever
change his view of history and his definition of courage.Joe Stoshack has really done it this time. When a pitcher insults his Polish heritage, Joe
flings his bat and prompts an on-field brawl that ends in a two-team pileup. he's suspended from Little League...indefinitely. At school, his teacher
assigns an oral report for Black History Month. The topic? An African-American who has made a significant contribution to American society. The prize
for the best report is four tickets to a cool local amusement park. But Joe doesn't know where to begin. If he could just get his hands on a certain
Jackie Robinson baseball card...
The first African American to play in the major leagues.
Writer, printer, scientist, inventor, statesman, and youngest son in a family of seventeen children, Benjamin Franklin is considered one of our greatest
Americans. Supported by colorful illustrations, Adler's biography brings to life one of America's founding fathers, Benjamin Franklin. Adler highlights
Franklin's stunning accomplishments and his day-to-day life from his time as a young boy in Boston, Massachusetts through his role as the oldest
delegate to the Constitutional Congress at the age of 81. A lifelong book lover and printer, Franklin poularized famous sayings like "haste makes waste"
and "early to bed, early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise" in his annual Poor Richard's Almanack. An energetic inventor and public
servant, he created the Franklin stove and bifocal glasses and established the first lending library and hospital in America. Young readers looking for
insight into one of America's greatest founders, will find inspiration while gaining understanding and appreciation of US colonial history. For almost
thirty years, David Adler’s Picture Book Biography series has profiled famous people who changed the world. Colorful, kid-friendly illustrations combine
with Adler’s “expert mixtures of facts and personality” (Booklist) to introduce young readers to history through compelling biographies of presidents,
heroes, inventors, explorers, and adventurers. These books are ideal for first and second graders interested in history, or who need reliable sources
for school book reports.
When Estrella’s father has to leave because he wasn’t born here, like her, She misses him. And she wishes people knew the way it affects her. At home.
At school. Always. But a school wrapped around a hundred-year-old oak tree is the perfect place to share and listen. Some kids miss family, Some kids
are hungry, Some kids live in shelters. But nobody is alone. A story about deportation, divided families, and the importance of community in the midst
of uncertainty.
A Picture Book of Jesse Owens
The Strike-Out Queen
Young Jackie Robinson
Jackie Robinson: Baseball Legend

Presents the life and accomplishments of the baseball player who became the first African American to play in the major leagues and who led the Brooklyn Dodgers to
six National League pennants and one World Series championship.
Batter up! It's Jackie Robinson's first game in the major leagues. April 15, 1947, is a big day for ten-year-old Matty Romano. His dad is taking him to see his favorite
team—the Brooklyn Dodgers—on opening day! It's also a big day for the Dodgers' new first baseman, Jackie Robinson. Many white fans don't like the fact that an
African American is playing in the major leagues. By putting Jackie on the team, the Dodgers are breaking the color barrier. How will Jackie respond to the pressure?
Is he the player who can finally help the Dodgers make it back to the World Series?
Imagination is the first step toward adventure in this debut picture book.
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A Picture Book of Amelia Earhart
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